
DREAM. BELIEVE. DO



#Imagine Kidz hope to ignite the dreams of children. 
#Imagine Kidz hope to inspire, empower and disciple children 
to live responsibly at home, the school and the church. 
#Imagine Kidz believe that children are active participants within 
each and every community and culture. 
They do not just receive the culture anymore, 
they are starting to develop the culture.

To believe, is to have hope.  Hope enables us to dream. 
To dream enables us to see the things not yet visible. 
It motivates us to do what has not been done. 

From the age of eleven years, children are starting to develop 
the ability to understand and conceive abstract concepts and ideas.
 They are beginning to understand what the impact of their actions
 might be on someone else, on the community or on themselves.

#Imagine Kidz is a brand new branch of the National 
#Imagine movement that started in 2014. 
This part of the movement focuses on children 
between the ages of 10-12 years.



#Imagine Kidz is a nationwide dream, 
and we want to start by bringing children together from everywhere!



How will this be developed?
During the September/October holidays 2016 
a program will take place over the course of three days.

Teenagers that attended #Imagine on 1-3 April 2016 
will be provided an opportunity to be leaders within 
their hubs, so that they can apply the knowledge, 
passion and skills that they developed 
at #Imagine 2016. 
These teenagers will be mentored by local adult leaders.

#Imagine Kidz are different from the 
#Imagine experience in that the event will not 
be hosted at a few strategic venues within 
each province, but it will be hosted nationwide, 
in any community, by any denomination within 
the Christian Church. 

By following this strategy, we are decentralizing the 
movement to empower each community, 
and make the event as affordable as possible within 
each community.



DREAMERS UNITE

POSTIVE CHILDLIKE ENERGY

TRANSFORMATION

The good news is that a child’s dreams are 
not easily trampled.  There are no boundaries 
to the dreams of a child! 
When they dream, they dream big.
They are rarely afraid of what could go wrong.

#Imagine Kidz wants to ignite 
that energy and release it unto South Africa.
No matter what pain their past may 
have brought them, at #Imagine Kidz 
we show them that there is hope and 
freedom in Christ

The #Imagine movement believes that
transformation comes about when real change 
takes place with a specific purpose,
bringing hope where needs are the deepest 
in our country. 
#Imgine Kidz wants to empower to children
transform their homes and schools with
the healing power of Christ



CELEBRATION

DISCOVER IDENTITY

INPUT LEADS TO OUTPUT

#Imagine Kidz wants to celebrate our true
South African uniqueness by breaking 
down walls and barriers.
We come from different backgrounds and 
churches, but God put us together in 
South Africa with a plan and a purpose

Each community will share in the 
#Imagine Kidz movement. 
#Imagnie Kidz will be decentralized, 
therefore allowing for unique  adaptibility 
to the unique identity of the community, 
while staying true to the
 DNA of #Imagine Kidz

Teenagers that attended #Imagine 
on 1-3 April 2016, were equipped to dream, 
believe and do.

#Imagine Kidz provides a platform for those
teenage leaders and adults to DO.



#Imagine Kidz wants to allow
30 hosts (churches, school, creche’s, communities) to join us for the year 2016.

#Imagine Kidz hopes to reach 3000 children by means of this movement.

These unique experiences are a catalyst for community involvement initiatives driven by local 
organizations and churches for which children are a driving force and energy fountain. 

An experience will be build around a 3 day event, of 3 hours per day, 
similar to that of a traditional holiday club. During this experience there 
will be a focus on praise & worship, relevant activities and arts and crafts. Format
To empower children to transform their homes and schools 
with the healing power of Christ.

The #Imagine Kidz experience will have one focus: 



MOVIN’ WITH US
The #Imagine Kidz movement wants to partner 
with as many local members of the community,

organizations and businesses as possibile to 
host an effective #Imagine Kidz experience.

We invite you, your organization or business to become
part of this experience, and, country wide movement .

Join hands with us as we make the most
 important investment we possibly can: 

In South Africa's children.
It is a great opportunity to reach this target group 

with your brand message and product 
or just make a capital investment in 

the leaders of tomorrow.



Every approved host that registers an #Imagine Kidz experience is asked to pay R300 
to rececive the start-up package.
#Imagine Kidz needs to be as affordable as possible. This would be made possible by companies, 
organizations, churches and individuals that sponsor specific communities, or make funds available
to the national #Imagine  Kidz organizing teams to sponsor hosts within communities who want to 
host, but can't afford it.

We would like to sponsor children attending the nearest #Imagine Kidz as well. We estimate that
it would cost R100 for each child to attend an #Imagine Kidz Experience.

We are hoping to reach 3000 children. You could help us make this dream come true.

- pencil cases to send with each start-up package
- Branding of these pencil cases
- stationary to fill the pencil cases
- stationary for arts & crafts
- materials needed for activities
- water & drinks
- transport for children who need to travel to get to the closest host
- Hiring of a venue - if needed

What ever you can imagine, we could possibly use it. Don’t be shy.

PRODUCT DONATIONS

SPONSORSHIPS



The energy to start a movement that believes children can dream, believe and do, is set in motion
by fultime employed adults that care for our country and believe in our children.

#Imagine Kidz need all the financial support, as well as expertise, we can get to give birth to the dream we believe in.

We are in great need of start-up capital to run daily operation and to set a solid foundation to build upon.

The specific needs we currently need assistance and support with:

Design - R20 000
Website hosting: R1 000
Translation of material from Afrikaans to English: R5 000
Editing of material content: R 5 000
Animation of scriptures: R20 000
Royalties of music used: R5 000
Videography for training videos: R10 000

SPONSORS

We believe that #Imagine Kidz can be of assistance or support to your 
organization or company in many ways

Go to the next page to see what we could offer you

A fulltime administrative assistance: R 30 000
Branding of pencil cases: R10 000



At each of the 30 #Imagine Kidz experiences there are areas 
perfect for getting brand messages and advertisements across:

·The stage at every experience can be branded
·The workshop areas can be branded

The audiovisual presentations on our HD presentation-screens can carry branding.

#Imagine Kidz are considering to supply t-shirt to all leaders involved in an experience.
Your name could be on that t-shirt!

PUT YOUR NAME ON IT

#Imagine Kidz will be loved by everyone who attends our experiences. 
Connecting your brand to ours is  a great idea if you want children 
positive and excited about your message and product. 
Do you want to own a part of the future? 
You can spend good money on a great cause and get an excellent return…



DREAM. BELIEVE. DO

imaginekidzmovement

www.imaginekidz.com

infokidz@imaginemovement.co.za

ABSA JEUG 4078425995
Refrence: IK- sponsor’s name


